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1. Graph neural networks (GNNs) are a popular and powerful since they can incorporate graph
structures.

2. In practice, however, real-world graphs are often noisy and incomplete or might not be available 
at all.

MOTIVATION



1. Firstly, learn a graph structure through datapoints or complete the incomplete graph.

2. Then apply GNNs with the new graph to achieve better performance.

TARGET



PRELIMINARY: GCN 



PRELIMINARY: Bilevel Programming 

How to set tolls
can maximize my

revenues.

After toll setting, how
to choose routes can
minimize my traveling 

costs. 

To find the optimal toll setting, government need to consider drivers’ options

Outer Problem Inner Problem

Toll-setting problem 



METHOD: Define the problem

Outer Problem:
Find a graph,
minimize the
validation loss.

Inner Problem: Given a
graph, learn a GNN to
minimize the training loss.

𝜃,𝜔 are learnable parameters.



METHOD: Optimize the problem

1. Treat the graph structure as hyperparameters. (Meta learning problem)

2. Common methods to learn optimal hyperparameters:

1. Grid Search

2. Random Search

3. Bayesian Optimization

4. Reinforcement Learning

5. Gradient-based Methods



METHOD: Overall Flow



METHOD: Graph Generator

1. Learnable parameters: 𝜃 ∈ ℝ!∗! , 𝜃#,% means the probability that node 𝑖 connects to node 𝑗.

2. Input: Nothing

3. Output: adjacency matrix 𝐴, 𝐴 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟(𝜃).



Method: Algorithm



Method: Algorithm



Method: Algorithm



EXPERIMENTS

1. Node classification on incomplete graphs

1. Aim: Evaluate the robustness and effectiveness with incomplete graphs.

2. Method: Construct graphs with missing edges by randomly sampling 25%, 50%, and 75% of the 
edges on Cora and Citeseer.

2. Classification on dataset without graph structures

1. Aim: Evaluate the effectiveness on dataset without graph structures.

2. Method: Build a population graph among samples, then evaluate as the node classification task.

3. Visualize the probability distribution in 𝜽

1. Aim: Demonstrate why learnable graph can improve node classification performance.

2. Method: Compare the average probability that a node connects to these same class nodes and
other class nodes.



EXPERIMENT1



EXPERIMENT2: Baseline

1. Sparse-GCN: a sparse random graph

2. Dense-GCN: a dense graph with equal edge probabilities 

3. RBF-GCN: a dense RBF kernel on the input features

4. kNN-GCN: a sparse k-nearest neighbor graph on the input features

5. FFNN: feed-forward neural networks



EXPERIMENT2



EXPERIMENT3

LDS can learn highly non-uniform edge probabilities that reflect the class membership of the nodes.



INSIGHTS

1. Classification problem can also use graph structure (learnable or kNN) to achieve more
efficient and stable performance. (In practice, we find kNN graph is helpful for small dataset.)

2. To learn graph structure, an initial graph is needed since the search space of a graph is too
large (2!∗!).

3. The authors only demonstrate the performance improvement of their method(LDS), do not
show the ability of graph completion. (How many true links are recovered?)

4. Although authors have a general statement, they only test LDS on the node classification task.
(For graph classification task, is LDS still useful?)



DISCRETE GRAPH STRUCTURE LEARNING 
FOR FORECASTING MULTIPLE TIME SERIES

Chao Shang, Jie Chen, and Jinbo Bi. ICLR 2021



Main Method Differences

LDS:

GTS:

End2End Learning



Data Augmentation for 
Graph Neural Networks

Tong Zhao, Yozen Liu, Leonardo Neves, Oliver Woodford, Meng Jiang, Neil Shah. AAAI 2021



INTUITION

In the graph node classification task, there are two kinds of edges, intra-class edges and inter-class edges.
Due to GNN message passing mechanism, adding intra-class edges and removing inter-class edges can
make the node embedding from same classes more similar and improve node classification performance.

What we want
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THANKS
Does anyone have any questions?

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

